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Pre-Finished 
Wall-Linings

Fire-Rated
Options

Large
Colour Range

SwiftLiner

Specifications

SwiftLiner is a pre-finished interior lining system 

ideal for completing projects quickly with a reduced 

number of trades.  The panels will arrive ready to fix 

to your timber or steel framed walls replacing the 

need for the traditional plasterboard.  The product 

is made here in New Zealand using E0 MDF that is 

FSC certified and over laid with a durable laminate 

and the edges sealed with an impact resistant tape.

Surfaces creating 
inspiration.

Interior
Use
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Features:

Intended Uses:
| Interior wall linings - Commercial and Residential | High-impact areas | 

| Decorative walls | Interior Ceilings |

• Quick and easy to install; 600mm panels make it easy for one 

person to handle. 

• Hidden fixings: panels connected with a tongue and groove 

joining system. 

• Pre-finished; no plastering and painting required, reduces 

number of subtrades. 

• Easy to clean; durable laminate offers and moisture and chemical 

resistance.

• Anti-meth contamination: melamine impregnated surface has 

excellent chemical resistance.

• Designer look: there is a range of 11 stocked colours available. 

• No special framing needed; sheets don’t require joining on a 

vertical stud. 

• Fits with standard door / window revels and jams; panels are 

12mm thick the same as plasterboard.

• Environmentally responsible; made of NZ made FSC HMR MDF. 

• Great screw holding; pictures and cabinetry etc can be mounted 

anywhere in the wall with no specialist fixings.

• Repairable; panels can be easily cut down the middle and 

replaced if needed.

• Fire rated to Group 3. 

Manufactured 
using NZ 

board

Range of
surfaces

Main panel size 
600mm

Fire rated options 
available

Panels 
thickness 
of 12mm
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Sustainability SwiftLiners are made using an MDF substrate sourced 
from sustainable forests and processed by fully qualified 
FSC and PEFC mills in New Zealand. NZ-made MDF meets 
Environmental Choice standards for formaldehyde emission 
levels of E0 <= 0.5mg/L, which makes it safe to work with. 
This ensures what Compac Panels supplies to the market 
reflects the values we carry as environmentally responsible 
New Zealanders.

Restrictions:

Thickness and Substrate

How to Specify

Description Edge Grooved Panel Width (mm) Panel Length (mm)

Standard wall Panel 2 Long 600 2400 or 2700

External end Panel 1 Long 600 2400 or 2700

Ceiling or large area 

Panel
4 Sides 600 2400 or 2700

End Caps and trims 2 Long the back 98, 118 2440 or 2700

Trims NA 80 2440

1. Measure the walls (In Lineal meters) that require lining. 

2. Check the wall height, and decide the appropriate panel length. Panels available as 2400mm and 2700mm. 

3. Check for, and make note of any external corners. 

4. Check for, and make note of any end caps or trims.

5. Select the desired colour (Samples are available).

6. Compile a list of the required panels.

7. Send the order directly to panels@compacgroup.co.nz for quotation and order confirmation, making sure to 

confirm colour, panel specifications, and quantity required.

• May not be used as structural element. 

• Not to be used in high moisture areas. 

• May not be used as structural element. 
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1. Start from a corner of the room and work from one panel to the next.

2. Glue panels to the wall using an appropriate adhesive (We recommend -insert glue here-).

3. Secure the panels with finishing nails or countersink screws, applied through the tongue and face of the panel. 

Be sure to do this where the skirting will cover nails 

4. Panels should be held 10mm up from the floor and down from the ceiling.

Installation Steps

• Tape measure 

• Sprit level, ensure start straight and plumb. 

• Rail saw, ensures long cuts are straight. 

• Finishing hand saw, to cut tidy into the corners of doors and windows

• Finishing nail gun or flush fitting screws. 

Tools Required

INTRODUCTION

INSTALLATION

FIND
OUT 
MORE

FIND
OUT 
HOWHOW
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A division of Compac Group

Compliance
NZ-made MDF meets Environmental Choice standards for formaldehyde emission levels of E0 <= 0.5mg/L, 
which makes it safe to work with.  This ensures what Compac Panels supplies to the market reflects the 
values we carry as environmentally responsible New Zealanders.

0800 266 722

panels@compacgroup.co.nz

10 Mako Street, Dargaville 0310,  
New Zealand

www.compacpanels.co.nz

Manufactured 
using FSC 

certified MDF

10 Year 
Manufacturer’s 

Guarantee 

Manufactured 
right here in 

New Zealand

Prefabricated 
and ready for final 

application 

Free 
samples on 
all products

SwiftLiner Storage and Care Guide
(This guide should be read in conjunction with the Swiftliner warranty)

Employ best handling practices when moving panels due to their size/weight.  Store panels in dry, well-
ventilated conditions, placed horizontally on a flat surface.  Avoid over-stacking and keep away from flames or 
excess heat.  Do not store panels in an upright position as this may cause warping.

While our panels are water resistant, they aren’t completely waterproof. Care should be taken to ensure to 
avoid excessive exposure to water, steam, or extreme humidity. Care should also be taken to protect panels 
from high temperatures caused by steam or heat leaks.

Clean panels with a warm damp cloth (microfibre is ideal), with all excess water removed.  Wipe away any 
remaining moisture with a dry cloth.  Alternatively, use a dry cloth with a streak-free glass cleaner or standard 
household surface cleaning spray.  For more difficult stains, try dishwashing detergent on a damp cloth.

Never use the following products on SwiftLiner panels, as these will damage the surface:
• Abrasive cleaners
• Bleach such as Janola or similar 
• Scouring pads, wire wool, sandpaper 
• Solvents and thinners.

Use of any chemical substances, solvents, and abrasive substances on panel surfaces will void the warranty.


